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Abstract—The computer ability to detect human being
by computer vision is still being improved both in
accuracy or computation time. In low-lighting condition,
the detection accuracy is usually low. This research uses
additional information, besides RGB channels, namely
a depth map that shows objects’ distance relative to the
camera. This research integrates Cascade Classifier (CC)
to localize the potential object, the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) technique to identify the human and non-
human image, and the Kalman filter technique to track
human movement. For training and testing purposes,
there are two kinds of RGB-D datasets used with different
points of view and lighting conditions. Both datasets have
been selected to remove images which contain a lot of
noises and occlusions so that during the training process it
will be more directed. Using these integrated techniques,
detection and tracking accuracy reach 77.7%. The impact
of using Kalman filter increases computation efficiency
by 41%.
Index Terms—Convolutional Neural Network, Human
Detection, Tracking, RGB-D, Kalman Filter
I. INTRODUCTION
COMPUTER vision is a field that aims to givecomputers the ability to interpret images like a
human vision system. There are several implementa-
tions used in computer vision, such as feature extrac-
tion and matching, segmentation, and object detection
and recognition. Object detection is a method to detect
objects in images. For example, the objects can be
bikes, cars, or humans.
The computer ability to detect humans in various
conditions is still very interesting to be developed [1].
For example, detecting humans at night conditions
will be more difficult than during daytime condi-
tions. This is due to several factors such as eccentric
rays, silhouettes, and dim light [2]. This ability has
real applications, such as smart-car, virtual reality,
surveillance system, smart robots, and others. All such
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applications require not only high accuracy but also
high efficiency to operate [3]. To improve accuracy
and computing efficiency, people can try to develop
existing methods paired with additional devices to
receive additional information, such as a depth sensor
or heat sensor. The general modern camera tends to
capture the image in Red, Green, and Blue (RGB) that
can be interpreted easily by humans, but facing the
dark condition, the image is not very meaningful. By
using a depth camera, which can capture depth map,
people can tell the distance between an object relative
to the camera and not affected to lighting. A depth
map is calculated by combining various techniques
and technologies, such as infrared, structured light, and
a stereo camera [4]. The advantage gained by using
depth map information is the accuracy will be stable,
despite the changes of light intenseness sensitivity to
optical textures. Thus, it helps to increase accuracy in
computer vision, including human detection [5].
Human detection can be done by detecting human
entirely or partially. There is a drawback by detecting
human entirely when a lots of noises or occlusions
exist. The accuracy will be inaccurate. Detecting the
human body entirely is also harder in a crowded
environment in which people are only partially seen
because of the condition of occlusion, clutter, and
different postures [6]. Therefore, it is better to detect
partially, normally head-shoulder only.
The previous research by Ref. [8] detected human
being based on features extracted by using Histogram
of Gradient (HoG), Block Orientation (BO), Histogram
of Color (HoC), and Histogram of Bar-shaped (HoB).
Reference [9] used Fused Phase, Gradient and Texture
(FPGT) features and Center Symmetric Local Binary
Pattern (CSLBP) to obtain the image texture. Then,
they proceeded it with Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) to reduce the dimensions of feature and group
FPGT features using Support Vector Machine (SVM).
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This research uses RGB-D datasets and combines CNN 
method with Kalman filter to detect and track humans. In 
computer vision, compared to conventional ANN or 
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), CNN has a twice faster 
performance than ANN/MLP [13], because CNN has 
techniques to process large data, such as weight sharing, 
subsampling, or pooling. The CNN method includes the 
main process from feature extraction to classification and 
CNN has been proven by its advantages to classify many 
complex features simultaneously [16]. Meanwhile, the 
Kalman filter method is chosen to improve computing 
efficiency to track humans. 
It should be recognized that a similar research already 
existed by Ref. [17] regarding real-time detection and 
tracking of the human face.  There are some differences 
between this research and the research by Ref. [17]. This 
research detected humans by detecting human head-shoulder 
using depth images in RGB-D datasets. Meanwhile, Ref. 
[17] tried to detect face in video based on traditional RGB. 
Also, the parameters of the CNN architecture, such as initial 
image size, convolution filter size, and depth of the 
architecture are also different.  
In this research, the confusion matrix measures the CNN 
accuracy and Jaccard similarity measures the prediction of 
Kalman filter. The computational efficiency is measured in 
milliseconds. 
II. RESEARCH METHODS 
A. Dataset RGB-D 
There are two RGB-D datasets used, Clothing Store 
dataset and Outdoor dataset with the resolution of 640 × 480 
pixels [21]. Both datasets are selected for the training 
process. The images that contain lots of noise or occlusions 
are removed. The example of the image used is shown in 
Fig. 1. The learning stage uses head-shoulder of human in 
the depth map channel. The ground-truth file has been 
provided on the datasets which explain the positions of head-
shoulder for every person. Then, non-human images are 
taken at the random position which does not intersect with 
the human region. 
Clothing Store dataset is captured with adequate lighting. 
There are a few people to sit so they look skewed. Then, thw 
Outdoor dataset is capture with dim lighting and people are 
just passing over. The distance between the camera and 
humans in the Outdoor dataset is more straight and uniform 
than the Clothing Store dataset. 
B. Median Filter 
All depth maps are processed using median filtering with 
the kernel size of 5 × 5. It is rated as the most suitable for the 
datasets. The median filter is as useful as noise removal, so 
the kernel size is chosen by considering the noise of the 
images. 
C. Cascade Classifier 
Cascade Classifier (CC) is a method that learns a set of 
positive images and negative images based on the existing 
feature type and searches object positions using the sliding 
windows method. A set of features across the entire image 
will be aggregated incrementally. The learning process uses 
Haar classifier in 20 stages to get the CC model in XML 
form. With more number of stages, it will increase the 
combined number of features. The images have been 
selected from the corresponding dataset. The numbers of 
positive images use 33 pieces and 240 pieces for negative 
image with sample size width and height of 24 pixels. 
Meanwhile, the type of boosted classifier used is Gentle 
AdaBoost (GAB). The detection of the human candidate 
Fig 1. Depth maps of Clothing Store dataset (left) and Outdoors dataset (right) [21]. 
Fig 2. Main architecture of CNN. 
Fig. 1. Depth maps of Clothing Store dataset (left) and Outdoors dataset (right) [7].
The results of Refs. [8, 9] showed high accuracy but
required adequate lighting conditions. Then, Ref. [10]
used the Physical Radius-Depth (PRD) detector to
detect human candidates quickly. Then, Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) for feature extraction and clas-
sification was also used. Without using the acceleration
of the GPU, the methods could operate in real-time
and detect under dim lighting conditions with RGB-
D datasets. On the research of video surveillance for
human detection and tracking, Ref. [11] used Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM) to detect person and
Kalman filte to track the detected person. To reduce
the processing time, the Papoulis-Gerchberg method
used the down-sampled video quality. Kalman filt r
also reduced the computation time by predicting the
location of the object in each frame.
Moreover, the neural network technique can help the
computer to learn like how the human brain works.
In many fields, neural networks were implemented
to detect or recognize tasks, such as hand-gesture
recognition [12]. It uses color detection for image
segmentation and the Artificial Neu al Network (ANN)
for classifying. Furthermore, th re is facial expression
recognition [13] that sed Gabor feature extraction and
the single layer feed-forward neural network.
This research uses RGB-D datasets and combines
CNN method with Kalman filter to detect and track
humans. In computer vision, CNN had twice faster
performance than ANN and Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) [14]. CNN is a technique that can process
large data, such as weight sharing, subsampling, or
pooling. The CNN method includes processes of fea-
ture extraction and classification. CNN has proven
its advantages in classifying many complex features
simultaneously [15]. Meanwhile, the Kalman filter
method is chosen to improve computing efficiency to
track humans.
Compared to Ref. [16] regarding real-time detection
and tracking of the human face, there is a differ-
ence in this research.This research detects humans by
head-shoulder using depth images in RGB-D datasets.
Meanwhile, Ref. [16] trie to detect the face in video
based on traditional RGB. Moreover, the parameters
of the CNN architecture, such as initial image size,
convol tion filter size, and d pth of th architecture
are also different.
In this research, o measure accuracy, the researchers
use confusion matrix and Jaccard similarity measure.
The computational efficiency is measured in millisec-
ond.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
A. Dataset RGB-D
There are two RGB-D datasets used, Clothing Store
dataset and Outdoor dataset with the resolution of
640 × 480 pixels [7]. Both datasets are s lected for
the training process. The images that contain lots of
noises or occlusions are removed. The example of
the images used is shown in Fig. 1. The learning
stage uses head-shoulder of hu an in the depth map
channel. The ground-truth file has been provided on the
datasets which explain the positions of head-shoulder
for every person. Then, non-human images are taken
at the random positions which do not intersect with the
human region.
Clothing Store dataset is captured with adequate
lighting. There are a few people sitting so they look
skewed. Then, the Outdoor dataset is capture with dim
lighting, and people are just passing over. The distance
between the camera and humans in the Outdoor dataset
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is more straight and uniform than that of the Clothing
Store dataset.
B. Median Filter
All depth maps are processed using median filtering
with the kernel size of 5× 5 pixels. It is considered as
the most suitable for the datasets. The median filter is
useful for noise removal; thus, the kernel size is chosen
by considering the noises of the images.
C. Cascade Classifier (CC)
Cascade Classifier (CC) is a method that learns a set
of positive and negative images based on the existing
feature type and searches object positions using the
sliding window method. A set of features across the
entire image will be aggregated incrementally. The
learning process uses Haar classifier in 20 stages to
get the CC model in XML format. With more number
of stages, it will increase the combined number of
features. The images have been selected from the
corresponding dataset. The numbers of positive images
use 33 pieces and 240 pieces for negative image with
sample size width and height of 24 pixels. Meanwhile,
the type of boosted classifier used is Gentle AdaBoost
(GAB). The detection of the human candidate region
is limited to the size between 40×40 pixels to 90×90
pixels by considering the average size of human head-
shoulder in the datasets.
D. Scale Image
To be able to use the human candidate that has been
localized by CC to CNN, all the candidate regions are
scaled to 48× 64 pixels.
E. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
CNN is a classification method with the final result
of the probability of each member of the classes.
CNN is rather similar to ANN. However, CNN uses
weight sharing techniques where the only one kernel
is used in each convolution layer and fully connected
layer. Hence, the number of parameters is reduced
and speeds up the calculation process. Moreover, there
are subsampling or pooling techniques to reduce data
dimensions by taking the most important information.
For that reason, CNN is commonly used for processing
high-dimensional data. In this research, CNN is used
to identify humans. It classifies two classes which are
human and non-human class.
There are several types of layers in CNN: con-
volution layer, subsampling/pooling layer, and fully
connected layers. First, the convolution layer calculates
input with the convolution process. The result may
be used into the activation function such as Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) function to have a certain range.
Subsampling layer usually follows convolution layer
to take the most important features. The common
technique used in subsampling layer is max pooling
by taking the highest value. The last layer before
the logistic regression activation function is the fully
connected layer.
The softmax function is commonly used as a logistic
regression function in the last layer of the neural
network. By using the softmax function, the probability
value will be limited to the range between zero and
one. The total value of all probability from every class
is one.
The depth of the hidden layer type in CNN architec-
ture may vary. The types of features handled on each
layer have different complexities. The low-level hidden
layer handles basic features such as lines and edges.
While high-level hidden layer identifies complex fea-
tures by combining common features to form features
as the whole object. To distinguish different types of
objects with similar features commonly, the researchers
use a deeper number of hidden layers.
This research uses two pairs of convolution-
subsampling layers and a fully connected layer. The
convolution layer has a kernel size of 5 × 5 pixels
and one stride. Meanwhile, the subsampling layer has
a kernel size of 2 × 2 pixels and stride of two. The
main architecture of CNN is seen in Fig. 2. The kernel
value updating is performed at the backpropagation
stage based on the gradient value of each layer. By
updating kernel values, the result of the neural network
technique will be closer to the desired value or also
known as the target.
This research uses stochastic or online learning in
CNN. The stochastic learning updates kernel value
for each sample, in this case, is the image. With this
method, the gradient value has high variance, and it is
possible to find a new local minimum. Moreover, the
learning process is faster, and memory consumption is
lower than the batch learning method that updates the
value per epoch.
In this research, the learning process of CNN is done
using 1000 epochs at the learning rate of 1.0× 10−3.
Generally, the learning rate values are within the range
of 1.0 × 10−2 and 1.0 × 10−3, but it can also be
adjusted to the kernel value used. When the learning
rate is too low compared to the kernel value used,
the learning process takes time. On the other hand,
when the learning rate is too high, the learning process
becomes unstable.
There is also a learning rate divider which will
divide the learning rate when the current epoch is some
multiples of a certain epoch. The learning rate divider
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This research uses RGB-D datasets and combines CNN 
method with Kalman filter to detect and track humans. In 
computer vision, compared to conventional ANN or 
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), CNN has a twice faster 
performance than ANN/MLP [13], because CNN has 
techniques to process large data, such as weight sharing, 
subsampling, or pooling. The CNN method includes the 
main process from feature extraction to classification and 
CNN has been proven by its advantages to classify many 
complex features simultaneously [16]. Meanwhile, the 
Kalman filter method is chosen to improve computing 
efficiency to track humans. 
It should be recognized that a similar research already 
existed by Ref. [17] regarding real-time detection and 
tracking of the human face.  There are some differences 
between this research and the research by Ref. [17]. This 
research detected humans by detecting human head-shoulder 
using depth images in RGB-D datasets. Meanwhile, Ref. 
[17] tried to detect face in video based on traditional RGB. 
Also, the parameters of the CNN architecture, such as initial 
image size, convolution filter size, and depth of the 
architecture are also different.  
In this research, the confusion matrix measures the CNN 
accuracy and Jaccard similarity measures the prediction of 
Kalman filter. The computational efficiency is measured in 
milliseconds. 
II. RESEARCH METHODS 
A. Dataset RGB-D 
There are two RGB-D datasets used, Clothing Store 
dataset and Outdoor dataset with the resolution of 640 × 480 
pixels [21]. Both datasets are selected for the training 
process. The images that contain lots of noise or occlusions 
are removed. The example of the image used is shown in 
Fig. 1. The learning stage uses head-shoulder of human in 
the depth map channel. The ground-truth file has been 
provided on the datasets which explain the positions of head-
shoulder for every person. Then, non-human images are 
taken at the random position which does not intersect with 
the human region. 
Clothing Store dataset is captured with adequate lighting. 
There are a few people to sit so they look skewed. Then, thw 
Outdoor dataset is capture with dim lighting and people are 
just passing over. The distance between the camera and 
humans in the Outdoor dataset is more straight and uniform 
than the Clothing Store dataset. 
B. Median Filter 
All depth maps are processed using median filtering with 
the kernel size of 5 × 5. It is rated as the most suitable for the 
datasets. The median filter is as useful as noise removal, so 
the kernel size is chosen by considering the noise of the 
images. 
C. Cascade Classifier 
Cascade Classifier (CC) is a method that learns a set of 
positive images and negative images based on the existing 
feature type and searches object positions using the sliding 
windows method. A set of features across the entire image 
will be aggregated incrementally. The learning process uses 
Haar classifier in 20 stages to get the CC model in XML 
form. With more number of stages, it will increase the 
combined number of features. The images have been 
selected from the corresponding dataset. The numbers of 
positive images use 33 pieces nd 240 pieces for negative 
image with sample size width and height of 24 pixels. 
Meanwhile, the type of boosted classifier used is Gentle 
AdaBoost (GAB). The detection of the human candidate 
Fig 1. Depth maps of Clothing Store dataset (left) and Outdoors dataset (right) [21]. 
Fig 2. Main architecture of CNN. Fig. 2. Main architecture of CNN.
uses 1.001, and 1.1287 per 50 epochs. The CNN model
is saved per 50 epochs or when it reaches the highest
accuracy.
F. Kalman Filter
Kalman filter is an algorithm to estimate the value of
unknown variables by connecting variables to produce
more accurate estimation. This method is suitable for
the environment that keeps changing. The advantage
of Kalman filter is a simple calculation so it does not
require much time or memory.
There are two main stages in the Kalman filter
method that is prediction stage and update stage.
The prediction stage will estimate variable values.
Meanwhile, the update stage is to update information
following the actual conditions.
There are five main equations in Kalman filter to
predict and update. Equations (1) and (2) are used to
predict the next variable value and Eqs. (3)–(5) update
the value. Equation (3) calculates Kalman gain by con-
sidering the environment noises (Rk). The equations
can be seen as follows:
xˆk = Fkxk−1 +Bkuk (1)
Pk = FkPk−1FTk +Qk (2)
K ′ =
PkH
T
k
HkPkHTk +Rk
(3)
xk = xˆk +K
′ (zk −Hkxˆk) (4)
Pk = Pk (1−K ′Hk) (5)
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Testing is done per method and a combination of
several methods as shown in Fig. 3.
The CNN testing measurement uses a confusion
matrix including one of these: accuracy, precision, and
recall. Accuracy shows the ratio of the true and the
false classification as seen in Eq. (6). The precision is
region is limited to the size between 40 × 40 to 90 × 90 
pixels by considering the average size of human head-
shoulder in the datasets. 
D. Scale Image 
To be able to use the human candidate that has been 
localized by CC to CNN, all the candidate regions are scaled 
to 48 × 64 pixels. 
E. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
CNN is classifier methods with the final result of 
probability values in the classes. CNN has similar techniques 
used in ANN. However, CNN uses weight sharing 
techniques where the only one kernel is used in each 
Convolution layer and fully connected layer. Hence, the 
number of parameters is reduced and speeds up the 
calculation process. Moreover, there are subsampling or 
pooling techniques to reduce data dimensions by taking the 
most important information. For that reason, CNN is 
commonly used for processing high-dimensional data. In this 
research, CNN is used to identify humans. It classifies two 
classes which is human and non-human class. 
There are several types of layers in CNN that are 
Convolution layer, subsampling/pooling layer, and fully 
connected layer. First, the Convolution l yer calculates input 
with the convolution process. The result may be used into the 
activation function such as Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) 
functions to have a certain range. Subsampling layer usually 
follows Convolu ion layer to take the most important 
features. The common technique used in subsampling layer 
is max pooling by taking the highest value. Last layer before 
entering the logistic regression activation function is the fully 
connected layer. 
The Softmax function is commonly used as a logistic 
regression function in the last layer of the neural network. By 
using the Softmax function, the probability value will be 
limited to the range of values between 0 and 1. The total 
value of all probability from every class is 1. 
The deepness of the hidden layer type in CNN 
architecture may vary. The types of features handled on each 
layer have different complexities. The low-level hidden layer 
handles basic features such as lines and edges. While high-
level hidden layer identifies complex features by combining 
common features to form features as the whole object. To 
distinguish different types of objects with similar features 
commonly, the reseachers use a deeper number of hidden 
layers. 
This research uses 2 pairs of Convolution-Subsampling 
layer and a fully connected layer that the Convolution layer 
has kernel size 5 × 5 and stride 1. Meanwhile, the 
subsampling layer has kernel size 2 × 2 and stride of 2. The 
main architecture of CNN is seen in Fig 2. The kernel value 
update is performed at the backpropagation stage based on 
the gradient value of each layer. By correcting kernel values, 
the result of the neural network technique will be closer to 
the desired value or also known as the target. 
This research uses stochastic or online learning in CNN. 
The stochastic learning updates kernel value for each sample, 
in this case, is the image. With this method, the gradient 
value has a high variance and it is possible to find a new 
local minimum. Moreover, the learning process is faster and 
memory consumption is lower than the batch learning 
method that upd tes the value per epoch. 
In this research, the learning process of CNN is done 
using 1.000 epochs, the learning rate of 0.001. Learning rate 
val es are ge erally used with a v lue of 10
-2
 to 10
-3
, but it 
can also be adjusted to the kernel value used. When the 
learning rate is too low compared to the kernel value used, 
the learning process takes time. On the other hand, when the 
learning rate is too high, the learning process becomes 
unstable. 
There is also a learning rate divi er w ich will divide 
learning rate when the current epoch is some multiples of a 
certain epochs. The learning rate divider uses 1.001, and 
1.1287 per 50 epochs. The CNN model is saved per 50 
epochs or when it reaches the highest accuracy. 
F. Kalman Filter 
Kalman filter is an algorithm to estimate the value of 
unknown variables by con cting variables to produce mor
accurate estimation. This method is suitable for the 
environment that keeps changing. The advantage of Kalman 
filter is a simple calculation so it does not require much time 
or memory. 
There are two main stages in the K lman filter method 
that is prediction stage and update stage. The prediction stage 
will estimate variable values. Meanwhile, the update stage is 
to update information following the actual conditions. 
There are five main quations in Kalman filter to predict 
and update. Equation 1 and 2 are used to predict the next 
variable value and Eqs. 3, 4, and 5 updates the value. Kalman 
gain is calculated by eq. 3 by considering the environment 
noises (rk). 
?̂?𝑘 = 𝐹𝑘𝑥𝑘−1 + 𝐵𝑘 ?⃗? 𝑘 (1)   
𝑃𝑘 = 𝐹𝑘𝑃𝑘−1𝐹𝑘
𝑇 + 𝑄𝑘 (2)   
𝐾′ =
𝑃𝑘𝐻𝑘
𝑇
𝐻𝑘𝑃𝑘𝐻𝑘
𝑇 + 𝑅𝑘
 
(3)   
𝑥𝑘
′ = ?̂?𝑘 + 𝐾
′(𝑧 𝑘 − 𝐻𝑘?̂?𝑘) (4)   
𝑃𝑘
𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘(1 − 𝐾
′𝐻𝑘) (5)   
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Testing is done per method and a combination of several 
methods as shown in Fig 3. 
 
Fig 3. Testing process. 
 
Fig. 3. Testing process.
a ratio of the true positive and all positive results as
seen in Eq. (7). The recall or sensitivity is a ratio of the
true positive result with the union of the true positive
and the false negative result as seen in Eq. (8).
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP+ TN+ FP + FN
(6)
Precision =
TP
TP + TN
(7)
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(8)
For the Kalman filter, the researchers use Jaccard
similarity or Intersection over Union (IoU). In this
research, IoU compares two sets: ground-truth and
predicted bounding boxes. The limitation of this mea-
surement is when one of the sets has few members that
will make the error high. The equation of IoU can be
seen in Eq. (9).
IoU =
X
⋂
Y
X
⋃
Y
(9)
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TABLE I
ACCURACY OF CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN).
Hidden Layer Outdoor/folder Average Accu-
racy (%)
Max Accuracy
(%)
1
Train 56 94.1 99.7
Test 31 86.4 90.4
Test 54 85.5 87.1
2
Train 56 85.9 93.1
Test 31 82.6 88.1
Test 54 81.6 87.1
3
Train 56 79.1 93.0
Test 31 75.9 87.4
Test 54 77.5 89.4
TABLE II
THE EFFECTS OF KALMAN FILTER TO THE ACCURACY,
PRECISION, AND RECALL.
Methods Average
Accuracy Precision Recall
CC, CNN 79.0 78.3 95.6
CC, CNN, Kalman filter 77.7 79.4 91.1
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE COMPUTATION TIME WITH AND WITHOUT
KALMAN FILTER (KF) IN MILLISECOND.
Dataset
Outdoor
31
With Median Filter No Median Filter
CC, CNN CC, CNN, KF CC, CNN CC, CNN, KF
Time for
47 images
21558 18451 3515 2049
Time/image 458.681 392.575 74.787 43.596
Efficiency 14.4% 41.7%
The accuracy of CNN architecture testing that uses
Outdoor dataset can be seen in Table I. Each dataset
in the CNN model during the training process will
be tested, so average accuracy and max accuracy are
calculated from the first epoch until the 1000th epoch.
Next, comparing the implementation of CC, CNN
detects humans in all frames versus CC, CNN, Kalman
filter, which is detecting and predicting alternately. The
results are in Table II.
The computation time of using Kalman filter shows
faster calculation about 41.7%. The computation effi-
ciency calculates the delta time divided by the initial
time without Kalman filter. The results can be seen in
Table III.
The first testing, CNN architecture, shows that using
one hidden layer (convolution and subsampling layer)
reaches higher accuracy because the parameter is less
than the others. One hidden layer learns faster. It can
be seen from the average accuracy. Moreover, human
shape in the depth map can be classified by CNN with
one hidden layer, so with the same maximum epoch for
all architecture, one hidden layer reaches the highest
accuracy.
The Outdoor dataset in Test 54 has more abstract
human shapes. So, by using a deeper neural network,
three hidden layers, CNN can reach higher accuracy
than one hidden layer. The deeper network will learn
the higher level feature [17] and may reach higher
accuracy if the epoch is extended.
Next, the test shows that without Kalman filter im-
plementation, it generates higher accuracy and recall.
However, the precision is lower than implementing
Kalman filter. This occurs because using CC and
CNN may miss detecting human and increasing false
negative. On the other hand, Kalman filter will predict
human positions from the previous information, so it
will not cause miss detection, and the true positive will
not turn into false positive. That is why using Kalman
filter may reach higher precision.
IV. CONCLUSION
There are several conclusions of human detection
and tracking system on RGB-D video. First, CNN
can recognize humans although the small image that
is 48 × 64 pixels by using depth map information.
The architecture determines the accuracy of CNN.
Using one hidden layer produces the highest accuracy
of 90.4% in Test 31 of Outdoor datasets with 1000
epochs, the learning rate of 1.0×10−3, and the learning
rate divider of 1.001 per 50 epochs.
Second, the number of iteration and adaptation be-
fore predicting and Rk value influence the accuracy
of Kalman filter prediction. Kalman filter uses simple
calculation and reduces the computation time. Third,
the difference of accuracy, precision, and recall in
Kalman filter implementation is not significant, but it
can increase computation efficiency to 41.71%.
Then, the system should be better to detect and track
human more accurate by using the frontal point of
view. The accuracy may be improved by developing
the current method to Fast R-CNN or Faster R-CNN
in the future.
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